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Ensuring the Future Today

Every manufacturing facilities biggest challenge is maintaining a steady stream
of parts. BC Group has approached this challenge with continuous investment
in its in-house ability to provide as much as we can without reliance on the
outside world. BC Biomedical test equipment is made in St. Charles, MO, USA
and so are many of the unique parts that go into those products.  

Learn More...

BC Group Offers Multiple O2 Analyzers

The OGX series Oxygen Analyzers and Oxygen Monitor are intended to
measure and display Oxygen concentrations from 0-100%. The intended uses
are to verify, spot check or continuously monitor Oxygen concentrations. Typical
applications are for testing Oxygen/Air blenders, Oxygen Concentrators,
Ventilators, Anesthesia Machines, Medical Gas testing applications, etc.
 
The OGX-1900-A and the OGX-1900-M feature advanced sensor technology
with 60-month life in air, fast response (9 seconds) and no maintenance. 

The OGX-1800 A and the OGX-1800- AR are handheld units that allow the user
to choose either an internal or external sensor. These units also allow the user
to replace the sensor and the battery in the field, unlike some competitive
models that are disposable once the sensor or battery reaches end of life. 
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ESU Testing Automatically

A new PM AutoSequence for
the ESU-2400 family is now
availible for use with Covidien
FT10 generators running
Software v4.0. You can find
and download the update
through our store and the
picture above. The update
can also be found at
bcgroupintl.com by clicking
the link, along with a varitey
of other sequences for your
ESU product. 

Infusion Pump Testing
Made Easy

The IPA-3400 is a high
accuracy, easy to use
system that incorporates full
touch screen control of all
processes without the use of
old fashioned buttons and
knobs. This new cutting edge
Patented design uses a dual
syringe stepper motor driven
system that provides
continuous monitoring of the
fluid flow without the need to
stop and perform intermittent
drains

Contact Us...
Phone: 1 (314) 638-3800
Hours: 8:00AM - 5:00PM CST
Email: sales@bcgroupintl.com
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